
Tipi information
Key Features specified and provided by the manufacturer

Tipi Cover: All tipi seams are sewn together by using a 3/4 inch flat felled locking seam. Double 
needles are used to ensure straight and strong seams. The canvas layouts are never cross seamed.
The smoke flaps are reinforced with a 3/4 inch cotton webbing around the entire edge. The lifting pole 
patch is then sewn over webbing. The lifting pole patch is triple thick and sewn to the cover. The 
patch is triangular and extends down into the cover to prevent wear and spread out the weight of the 
cover thus eliminating the stress in that area. Double ties are added to the lifting pole patch to tie to 
the pole. The smoke flap pockets are double thick canvas and heavily sewn. The lacing pin strip is 
triple thick and glued with a sealing, non-coloring, non-bleeding glue and then sewn. The entrance is 
oval shaped and has a double thick wear strip around the entire opening to prevent wear. All stress 
points are heavily reinforced with patches or with cotton webbing. The bottom of the tipi is hemmed 
and a 3/4 inch webbing is added to increase the strength of the hem.

Tipi Liner: All tipi liners are one-piece liners. All seams are serged together to prevent fraying. Liners 
are 6 feet vertical height, with a 1 feet sod cloth. (Liners made out of treated material will be 1 foot 
shorter.) Liners are designed so that all the material is under the tipi cover. This protects the liner 
when rain drips off the canvas.

Tipi Door: The tipi door is double thick canvas with two loops sewn on the back side of the door. This 
allows the door to be roles up and held by a lacing pin. It also has double ties at the bottom of the flap 
that can be tied to the poles. The door has room for two 1/2 inch dowels to be placed inside for stiffer 
sticks (not supplied in the complete package). 

Bottom tie downs: Tipi complete package comes with marbles and cords for tie downs. You place 
the marble onto the inside edge of the canvas where you want them positioned and then wrap the 
marble in the canvas. Then tie the cord around the outside marble bulge created in the canvas. If you 
prefer to set up the tipi using sewn in stake loops instead, request this when ordering.  There is an 
additional charge of $4.00 for each reinforced stake loop.


